Roquebrune s.Argens| TOP Apartment with SEA and MOUNTAIN VIEWS

67 m² — 3 rooms — 2 bedrooms — Top floor floor
Reference : 2359
Beautiful situated top floor-apartment with two great terraces and fantastic views to the Mediterranean AND the Massif des Maures.
With large garage and storage room at the ground-floor.
Located in the environs of the 18-hole golf course of Roquebrune sur Argens at the top-floor of a luxury and save apartment
complex in Le Domaine du Golf, 5 min. from the Mediterranean sea.
This domaine has a constantly present 'Gardien', has a luxury communal pool, 3 petanque- and 3 tennis courts.
The format is as follows: closed entrance, staircase, entrance apartment, hall, toilet, open modern kitchen with refrigerator, freezer,
dishwasher, oven, electric hob and kitchen cub-bard.
The bright and cozy living room includes a dining area and two x two sliding doors to the terraces with GREAT views! 1 terrace is
partially enclosed with sliding windows so early in the spring to late autumn you can sit outside and enjoy the sun and views!
There are two bedrooms, one with its own bathroom with shower and door to the terrace. The second bathroom has a bath,
washing machine and washbasin. The apartment is fully airconditioned, is offered completely furnished and is an ideal investment
for holiday rental.
The DOUBLE GARAGE is include in the selling price!!

Energy - Conventional consumption

425,000 €

Energy - Emissions estimate

105

4
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Energy - Emissions estimate
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